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about
why borrowed solace?
As a group of college friends sitting around a round table every Friday for two years, we toyed around
with the idea of creating a blog, a collective book of stories, a website, a journal or a magazine, and so many
more things. The last semester, when most of us were graduating, our dreams finally became a reality. We
created a website. We created a blog and social media pages. We launched the submissions and began our
journey.
But before all of that happened, we first took two words we liked and smashed them together to create
borrowed solace, but the meaning goes even deeper than that. If you notice the initials are a part of a literary
rambling we wanted to gather and then release into the world one word at a time. To borrow the works of others for others’ solace. To comfort, to soothe, to put people in a better mood. We pledge to you this is a bunch of
bs, but we love our name and who we are because of the words we choose to live by and these are two of them.

how is the journal published?
We intend to publish two online versions a year. Our Spring edition will be our un-themed journal. Our
Fall edition will be our themed journal. We will accept submissions from April to July and October to
December with our journals coming out in September and March. Submissions come through our website
at borrowedsolace.com. We collect four genres: fiction, nonfiction, poetry, and art. We pick selections based on
the magic they create, the way they engage us as readers and as writers, making us crave more, and that allows
us to walk alongside the authors while reading.
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continued
Our dream goal is to publish two online journals a year, and a printed version of the best stories from that
year. Right now, we publish two online versions of each journal. A teaser for free, and a small fee for all of the
stories, plus the bonus content of interviews from the authors, poets, and artists, and craft essays. The journals are
sold online at our website borrowedsolace.com.

who are we and what we are about?
We come from all different backgrounds and we each have our own stories, but our passions and interests
drive us to the same conclusion. We love writing. We love reading. We love the power and magic of words. We are
based in Colorado Springs, Colorado because that is where we all met. One of us was born in California, one in Iowa, and two in different parts of Colorado. But we all converged in one state, in one city, at one college, with one
dream.

Our dream is to build up the world with words others said, written, forced out, given to us, lent us. So we can
share them with the rest of the publishing world of oceans. The vast blue waters filled with hundreds of stories and
poems, with thousands of words, and millions of alphabet letters, and our journal is one ship among the many. A
ship to tread the waters, scooping the finer stories out from the new and old authors. Foolish and wise creators
and composers of the trade. We are the sailors, the dreamers underneath the stars, and this journal is our borrowed solace. This is what we are about.
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letter from editor
This is the third themed edition of borrowed solace, and we selected corruption. Our first theme journal was hinterlands, we picked it to navigate the unknown and uncharted literary places we were traversing since it was our first
journal. To break apart the magic and meaning inside a word, to distort reality, to discover truth, to see if we could sail
in our boat crafted from stars, space gems, and sparkly dreams or would we be engulfed in the flames of a falling meteorite and sink to the bottomless sea. Home was the second theme because home is supposed to be solace, though we
quickly learned home for others can mean a house filled with lies and monsters, courage and love, walls that can turn
colors and morph, and inner dragons that can lead us off cliffs to go home. Places that once felt like home are now just
somewhere to sleep, smells to define us to others, and we discovered that those who we live with can either bring us joy
or pain.
Corruption involves both of these themes to their core. We want to discover the truth behind the lies that lead
people to their demise. Corruption is often uncharted but easily accused of and hard to battle. Lies, monsters, and pain
are what brings corruption to life. What is a person willing to give, willing to change, willing to embrace for something
more, for something we didn't have before in ways and with decisions we wouldn't normally make or things we wouldn't say or think.
You don't have to dress like Batman or Robin to fight corruption and crime, but if you are like me and donned a
cape to read these stories, poems, and embrace art; as always I employ you to read with an open soul that can be filled
by borrowed solace seas.
I, with Amber and Addey, thank you for being a part of our little legion of lowercase letters.

your dear executive editor
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editors
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editor
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Amber Porter

poetry editor
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guest art editor
Karen McConnell
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Corruption has a snowball effect,
once the snow starts rolling, it only
grows bigger.
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fiction
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Intro to Fiction
Corruption has many forms. It doesn’t just pertain to corporations and governments, it can involve the human
body and soul. It can seep into the lives of anyone—of everyone—if they let it. It can even be born from the most innocent of intentions. After all, it’s well known what the road to Hell is paved with.
This journal’s fiction selection shows the corruption of corporations, courtroom dealings, the body and mind—
and even the corruption one can see within their own TV show viewing list. I hope you enjoy these tales.

amber porter
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the influence of golf
maryanne j. kane
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1960

“Owen, do you know anything about the missing money?
It’s my tips from Horn and Hardart’s. I was depending on
the tips to buy back-to-school supplies for you, Jon, and
Joanie.”
Again, silence.
“Owen!”
“I don’t have your money.”
Both mother and son shout, one voice sounding defiant, the other - defeated. Olivia quietly weeps on her
mother’s shoulder, “Mama, please be ok.”
Jon whispers to Joanie, “Here we go again.”
Later that evening, Marge puts a blanket and pillow
on the sofa for Jon and a sleeping bag on the floor for
Owen. As she kisses both boys good night, Owen whispers, “I don’t have your money, honest, mom.” Too tired
to fight, Marge goes into the next room squeezes between Olivia and Joanie on the single bed, kissing them
goodnight. Unable to sleep, she relives her husband, father of her children, walking out after learning she was
pregnant with ‘another god-damn kid.’ Marge eventually
cries herself to sleep.
“Owen, you awake?” In the dark, Jon’s diminutive
voice sounds vulnerable.
“Yeah, I’m awake.”
Jon continues, “You gonna tell her the truth?”
“No. And you better not either, if you know what’s

“Did someone see my purse?” Not specifically directing the question to her four children, Marge’s eyes
tear, surmising her oldest, twelve-year-old, Owen, the
thief.
“Mama, are you crying?” Four-year-old, Olivia, the
‘baby,’ wraps her short pudgy arms around Marge’s thin
neck.
“No, little girl, your mama’s not crying. I just need to
find my…”
“Here it is! I found it!” shouts Jon, his nine-year-old
twin, Joanie, close behind him, “It was under the sofa.”
Before opening the purse, Marge knows her wallet’s missing. Owen conspicuously quiet, sitting in the corner of their two-room apartment, continues reading, “The
Hardy Boys: While the Clock Ticked.”
“My wallet’s gone. I had ten dollars in it. Does anyone know anything about this?” asks Marge.
“No, mama,” Olivia tightens her grip around
Marge’s neck as both twins simultaneously shake their
head.
Marge looks over at her son slouching in the corner, head buried deep in his book, “Owen?”
“What?”
“Do you know anything about the ten-dollars missing from my purse?” After a long pause, Marge asks again,
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good for you. You hear me, boy?”
Jon pleads, “Why not? It’s not your fault.”
“Go to sleep, Jon.”
1965
“Your Honor, my client suffers from a chemical dependency. He’s a victim of generational alcoholic abuse.
He needs treatment, not incarceration.” Judge Reinhart
nods to the defense lawyer.
The court-appointed prosecutor stands. Marge
thinks: He looks so young. What chance do we have? Taking a deep breath, She looks at the defendant, unable to
recognize the once handsome face with the tall and
proud physique. She now sees a beaten down man, telltale signs of years of drug and alcohol abuse.
“Your Honor, where does it all end? ……

To finish this story, purchase the full edition at
borrowedsolace.com
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dynamic synerlutions
pete hadland
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In the corner of Rathbone’s Basement Bar, under
the dim lighting of a spiral, aluminum chandelier with sporadic, fake-candle bulbs, Mr. Snagerty folded his napkin
into a perfect square. He placed it precisely perpendicular to the edge of the table, and positioned his wiped-dry
bottle of mineral water dead center.

Across the bar the production crew from The Dean
Carrington Hour sat at their usual table. Renovated pews
ran down either side. Red candles burned down to nubs in
stemless wine glasses. Bloodshot eyes, flannel shirts, and
ironic t-shirts spread themselves tiredly. Having just lost
the nightly game of stupidest-thing-they-had-heardDean-Carrington-say-today, Lloyd traversed the fauxoak flooring to buy the first round of drinks.

Next to him television’s Dean Carrington fiddled
with the dark glasses and baseball cap his ego had told
him to wear. He spoke with a hint of skepticism in his
voice and a Shirley Temple in his hand, “if you’re the
matchmaker shouldn’t you at least talk to the matchmakees?”

The barman worked busily but diligently, measuring out whisky sours for the lawyers that sat next to the
spiral staircase. Lloyd leant against the bar, buried his
hands in the pouch of his yellow hoodie, and tried to look
everywhere and nowhere simultaneously. At first he didn’t notice her slip in beside him, but before long the
slightly nauseating smell of pomegranate fragrance
grabbed his attention. She turned her head to absentmindedly scan the bar and their eyes met, then ran away,
and then met again as they peeked to see if the other person was peeking.

Mr. Snagerty rolled his cuff back exactly one inch,
checked his watch, and replied in a tone so level one
could lay brick with it, “when you hire Dynamic Synerlutions, Mr. Carrington, you are hiring the most sophisticated personal life alteration and maximization service available. If you would be more comfortable with a cellular telephone application or a newspaper classified section,
then please...”

Lloyd opened his mouth but sound refused to come
out. The bustling room murmured and guffawed in the
background. The disorientating smell of high-class liquor
and bleach hung around for a moment before being
swept away by a diligent ceiling fan.

“No,” Carrington interrupted hastily.
“Very well,” Mr. Snagerty replied, “the requisite distractions were put in place to ensure both targets attempt to purchase a drink at the same time. Relax, Mr.
Carrington.”

Lloyd stood with his mouth open, and his mind had
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a word with itself—don’t be scared, this is the moment
where the hero says something smooth, or delightfully
unsmooth. She finds him somehow charming, he instantly
likes her, and they find a table. They talk until the barman
is sweeping up, a crack of sunlight bending down the spiral stairs. She says, “I can’t believe we talked all night.” He
says “I could talk to you forever,” or maybe not that,
something better, something like, “it’s been the best night
I’ve had in ages,” but he delivers that line just right. She
smiles coyly, and she still looks perfect, every hair in that
deep chestnut bob somehow in place despite the way she
twirls a loose strand around her finger as she talks. Her
soft, rounded face is glowing. No, wait, not glowing, that
sounds awful. Radiating, no, sounds too close to radiator.
Natural, that’s it, she looks wonderfully natural. And as
they stand up he feels self-conscious in his casual attire,
and she feels overdressed in her well-cut suit, and they
both say at the same time “coffee?” And they both smile
delightfully at each other through awkward glances at
the floor, and the shot fades out as neither of them seems
able to move and the space between them seems charged
with potential. Then cut to the coffee shop where they
talk and talk and then to a montage of the coming weeks
where they keep meeting and talking and laughing and
now he’s wearing a shirt to look smart and she’s wearing
a white, purple flower embroidered summer dress and

they’re walking beside a river in the early evening and
then they’re drinking wine with friends in a trendy midtown loft playing some game with cards and charades and
everyone is laughing and a bulldog trots through the living space filled with ironic bean bag chairs and 1970’s,
jagged, uncomfortable furniture in pale green and jet
blue and they win a round of whatever the game is and
they hug in front of everyone and there are the subtle little touches on the arm and she makes sure to fill both
their glasses and then they’re in the cab home and nothing is said but they are definitely both going to her apartment and as they get through the door clothes are ripped
off and bodies are hurled into each other and clamped together and then the scene cuts to the next morning as she
sits up in bed in his Green Bay Packers t-shirt and he
brings coffee through in red, tulip mugs and she says “I’m
happy” and leans her head on his shoulder and he says
“I’m happy” and the camera pulls back and…
“Ahem.”

A startled Lloyd began blurting out words that hadn’t been submitted to his brain for editing, “coffee, we
should get, you want?”
The barman, beginning to regret coughing to get
Lloyd’s attention, looked skyward for an answer. Having
found no inspiration in the dangling wine glasses he
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settled for a gentle, “I’m sorry, we’re not supposed to fraternize with customers,” and moved on with a slight
bounce in his step.
Lloyd turned just in time to see Amy stifling a grin,
“so, do you usually ask bartenders out for coffee or is this
kind of a first time thing for you?”
“No, I meant in the morning, for coffee, me and you.
God, no, I mean a separate day and a totally unrelated to
tonight morning and coffee. Yes, so, what I’m trying to say
is that between now and potential coffee I’m not trying to
imply doing sex with you.” Lloyd took a deep breath,
shook his head like a wet dog, and tried to compose himself. “I’m sorry, look, I probably can’t embarrass myself
any further, so, would you like to have a drink, an alcoholic drink, now, in this bar, with me?”

To finish this story, purchase the full edition at
borrowedsolace.com
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bella
wilson koewing
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Bella, you sweet little ADD riddled mess, carrying
around your PEZ dispenser full of Ritalin. I waited in delight to see how depressed you’d be the next time we
met. Your highs and lows, Everest and Mariana’s trench,
everything in between, your insane world. I’d be lying if I
said I wasn’t keen to watch you spin right off the planet.

only people left in the bar who could be confused for savory. You drove me to my friend’s house, though you
were far drunker. I’d told him to leave his door open.
Through the front window, I saw a pillow and blanket on
the couch. I tried the door, the knob turned, but I acted
like it was locked. I knocked again. I held my arms up to
you, feigning defeat

You’re unhinged, but I dug it. That’s why I thought
little of us going home together that first night. Thought
little of your squalid studio. The couch so covered in cat
hair it appeared to have fur. The goddamn cats. The bachelor fridge filled with beer and condiments. The filthy bed
sheets. Soot? You don’t respect yourself enough not to
live in filth. But why?

“C’mon, you can stay with me, but don’t judge me,”
you said.
And there I was, standing by your furry couch. You
were attempting to keep up some semblance of the, “you
were just letting me sleep over,” facade. I got worried, for
a second, you would offer up the furry couch.

You’re painfully adorable. So tiny, with giant,
haunting green eyes. I liked them most when they were
opiate-dead; I felt uncomfortable during the rare times
they came alive. Your russet hair always pulled back in a
ponytail, begging to be pulled. Your look, almost too innocent to be allowed in public, around drinking and men.
Yet, you spend your nights out late, very late, in wild New
Orleans, roaming solo, courting thrills.

“Why are you all the way over there?” You asked.
I climbed into bed. Settled on the filthy sheets.
Placed my head on the dirty pillowcase. I promised when I
came over I wouldn’t judge you. You were lying on your
side, turned away. During the long, thick tension I
thought we might just sleep. My hand placed softly on
your thigh was what it took to turn you. A deep kiss
rushed sensations down your throat, then you were
yanking at your shorts as my fingers traced down your
stomach.

We met over a billiards table. You strolled in carrying you own cue. I watched you as my hand softly rubbed
felt.

“I have condoms,” you assured me.

As four AM rolled around, we realized we were the

Was that a trunk full of them you slid from under
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your bed? I remember listening to wrappers crinkling together as you madly searched for my part in a thousand
future fucks. Finally, you handed me the one you picked
out just for me.

I turned you around and you buried your face in the
grimy pillow. It felt like a horror film the way you
screamed, the way you wailed into that pillow. Long, endless wailing I worried might never stop. I couldn’t tell if it
was actual crying, but I knew you were dealing with very
deep things. That’s why I apologized when it was over,
even though I didn’t understand why. Or why I want more
to this day.
The ten days that followed are a blur.

To finish this story, purchase the full edition at
borrowedsolace.com
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poetry
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Intro to Poetry
What causes corruption? That is the question that these poems, at their purest, are trying to answer. Corruption, when looking at the word in it’s simplest form, seems to bring certain images to mind. Political turmoil, evil leaders, and those who use their wealth against the greater good are the ideas that spring to the forefront, it
seems, when the theme of corruption is mentioned. I certainly saw lots of poems about these topics after we announced the theme for issue 2.2. What I was looking for, though, was how the most common perception of corruption
could itself be corrupted. For poems about the corruption of youth, about the corruption of perception, about the corruption of nature.

The poems within this section address all of these things and then some. They use corrupt words to describe
beautiful events and dissect the English language in a way that leaves a corrupt taste in the reader’s mouth.

I hope you enjoy the poems enclosed in issue 2.2. Let them corrupt your mind for only a moment and transport
you into the stories each poet creates!

addey vaters
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gems
sarah ellis
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i am a hoarder of words,

their necks,

for they are my riches

sparkling so unnaturally in daylight.

glimmering like precious jewels

pieces of me

selfishly collecting out of view from prying eyes

adopting them as their own.

in hope that they may bring me something marvelous in
the future.

my diamonds will be reduced

stunningly delicate chandeliers

from which they were born.

hanging precariously from twenty-foot ceilings

each one holding a story

in grandiose mansions cluttered meaninglessly

that was more beautiful

with furniture dressed impractically in gold.

when it was simply my own.

to nothing more than the carbon dust

these gems of mine fill every empty space
dangling by thread from my ceiling

like stars overwhelmed by wishes,
and adorning my painted blue walls
because blue is bland and uninspiring.

dog-piled on one another,
heightened claustrophobia,
gasping for room to breathe,

all so that i may not feel so alone
for they make for such wonderful company.
but i refuse to let them free,

or leave them under my pillow
for strangers to collect while consciousness eludes me
so they may wear them vainly on chains dangling from
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it takes two weeks for a black eye
to heal
allison janicki
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it’s dangerous to think about

but your touch,

the girl that you know

you decide,

can break your heart.

will be the freshest

she’s a killer queen,

and stay printed the longest.

but you’ve decided

she’s fast, you know,

to become a masochist

but you’re like a broke college kid

and crave her sting.

at the crosswalk on a tuesday—

she wears her lips unglossed

ready to be hit

and her cheeks unpowdered,

and collect some insurance money.

but everything about her still shines

fucking hit me already

and you’ve always been

you whisper at the lanes of cars,

afraid of the dark.

at her.

she talks about her lovers

and because you’re tired

in detail because she wants you

of waiting for the light to turn green,

to know where to touch her,

for the walk sign to flash,

you’ve decided,

you strut out into the street

and what’s so bad

feeling rebellious, courageous,

about a little subconscious instruction?

and a little bit nauseous,

teach me

but ready to be broken.

you imagine whispering
when she shows you the spots
already a dozen times
fingerprinted over.
she’s already been branded
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hard frost
carole anzovin
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delicate tracery of white, this.

a sparkle of enchantment
made of tiny hidden knives.
each sharp spike of ice

has pierced a cell, invisibly;
yet the hard edges of frozen water
hold it all together before my gaze.
these glittering leaves,
these sparkling petals,

inevitably doomed-the once-kind sun
will come, and kiss

and unstring their crystal bones.
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plastic dragon
bruce louis dodson
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well adorned in finery of

brilliant colors, diamonds . . . gold
collage of wealth
snakes down the street

of new-age china town.
supported by a host of willing underlings
in search of favor
only to see the backs of those in front

and what they want for sale
at souvenir stands selling on the right and left
along the way.
throngs of admirers follow amidst fireworks
part of something

fearsome and excited by the scent of cordite
rockets glare, expensive fireworks
will incite us into spending what we have

to borrow
never mind the cost.
we’ll have enough to pay the rent
tomorrow.
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To read more poetry, purchase
the full edition at
borrowedsolace.com
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Intro to Nonfiction
For this section, I wanted to say I strayed a bit from what Nicole Taylor usually picks, though I still hope you enjoy the stories selected because they were enjoyable to me. Corruption can be hard to nail down as a theme because it
can be broad and defined in many different ways. My version of what I think corruption means is found in the stories
between the next pages, which are what part of life can be corrupted, how much is real and how much fake when playing telephone, how can one change or not change when dishonesty is at play, or how can one learn a different view or
believe in something they couldn’t because it saved them, or how the world can be viewed in elements that constantly
change when we don’t want them to, and how a little red bird can carry the weight of remembrance lost in the corruption of life. So I hope you pray, laugh, cry, understand, and are amazed the same as these stories unfolding to you one
word at a time.

nicole mcconnell
guest editor
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the one time i believed in god
allison janicki
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I realized about halfway through my college career
that I didn’t believe in god like I thought I did. Like many
midwestern white kids, I was raised Christian, and didn’t
really think twice about religion as I was growing up. I did
know, however, that I hated going to church school.
Once a week, always on some random evening in
the middle of the week, I would grab my purple church
folder and a pen and wait on my front porch step until
some neighborhood kid’s mom would drive up and caravan a handful of indifferent elementary school kids to the
local church to learn about Jesus (or something). And
while at this point in my life, I did consider myself to be
religious and was ready to defend the validity of god to
anyone who questioned my views, I paid absolutely zero
attention at catechism. I mean, my mind was so far gone, I
could not even tell my parents later that night what we
learned because I was just not paying any attention. I was
playing with my hair, or staring at other kids, or doodling
in the colored pamphlets promising salvation. Looking
back now, my lack of interest in religion is so obvious,
even though it took me quite a long time to acknowledge
my “oblivion” as non-belief, or at least an absence of religious passion. But I digress, and the main theme during
this point in my life is that although I verbalized a belief in
god, I subconsciously had already cemented my position
as someone who doesn’t really feel connected to, or in
need of, religion.
So turn to me at church school, about eight years
old and ready to receive my first communion. After being
baptized, this is the next “big” step for one’s submersion
into the Christian religion. For me, it basically meant that

I could now join my parents when they walked up to the
priest at Sunday church, and finally have a bite of that deliciously-stale looking cracker that the rest of the congregation so seemingly enjoyed. It’s the body of Christ, man!
How could you not want a slice of that in your mouth?
There was also the option to have a sip of wine—i.e.
Christ’s blood—but I was far too nervous to drink the watered-down alcohol as a child, and my neat-freak mother
had determinedly discouraged me and my brother from
drinking the wine, since other peoples’ mouths had been
on that glass, and ew, germs. I was happy enough to have
just the wafer, which would maybe be enough to tide me
over until dinner during 4 o’clock mass.
Before we were allowed to take the eucharist in
church, we had to first learn the correct manner in which
to take this sacred cracker and place it in our mouths.
This included a rigorous four-week instruction on how to:
walk up to the alter; place our hands palm up, left on top
of right; wait until the wafer was placed in our palm; delicately pinch the wafer between the right thumb and forefinger; place in the mouth; make the sign of the cross
(head, heart, shoulder, shoulder); and return to our seat.
It was a simple task, and I’m not sure how anyone ever
gauged the validity of someone having their first communion, and whether they were “allowed” to take the
body of Christ. But this was a sacred tradition, and I was a
rule-follower, so here we are. A cramped room full of two
dozen seven- to eight-year-olds, ready to have their first
practice in the taking of the scared cracker.
It is at this point in my story where we get to the
juicy bit, and it is the time when I must mention the next
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important part in the tale: my fear of vomit. This
might sound like a silly thing to be afraid of, but it is a legitimate fear (called emetophobia) that plagues a significant amount of people. I’ve had this fear for as long as I
can remember, and mostly manifests itself in the form of
fearing other people vomiting. There were several times
during my childhood where this fear inhibited me from
socializing or living a normal school-life, including the
time……

To finish this story, purchase the full edition at
borrowedsolace.com
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angel in red
alexa harris
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It ended with a voicemail from my dad in a room
filled with discarded gift wrap and low murmurs from the
TV. My boyfriend’s birthday came to an end at nine
o’clock pm. My phone was silent, but an unheard message
appeared on my lock screen. My boyfriend swiped my
phone off the bed. His loud laughter broke off. He clicked
on the voice message and held my phone out. I listened.
“Hi Lex, I’m just calling to tell you that Aunt Diane is
gone. I’m sorry, Dear. We will be home soon. Love you.”
My thoughts and mind shut down. My brain lacked the
processing power. I spoke the words over in my head
“Aunt Diane gone.” My boyfriend’s caring arms waited for
me. “I didn’t think it would happen this soon,” I whispered.
Saturday morning, I rummaged through my closet.
No black dress or closed-toe shoes, great. I dressed casual most days. I called mom into my room after searching
for ten minutes and complained “I have nothing to wear”
as if I was a teenager again. In less than two minutes,
mom handed me an outfit- an oversized gray cardigan,
black dress pants, and a black and white flower tank. I
laughed, “Why was that so hard?” I thanked mom and
packed my remaining clothes. The funeral was in Western New York, a twelve- hour drive from our new home.
How could I ever be in her house again? Would the
house grow cold, lifeless without her presence or would it
remain unchanged? What could I say to my uncle? Saying
sorry for your loss seemed too meaningless so, all I could
do was to comfort him. I wanted everything to be back to
normal and for my uncle to stop hurting, but I knew it
wasn’t possible. I tried to control situations beyond my
capability but I couldn’t help with this one which killed

me.

Seven o’clock on Sunday, we arrived in my uncle’s
town. Our car traveled down the rough-full-of-pot-hole
roads. I pictured my uncle alone, sitting in his brown
lounger in the living room. My Aunt’s voice reminded a
distant memory in his mind. I bit my ugly nails, and a pit
grew deeper in my stomach. Life would be different, like
my nails, now fractured and uneven. I ripped and tore my
nails until they turned to nubs. My Aunt was gone, and I
couldn’t see her again.
The house, pale yellow siding and fading black shutters, looked untouched. Those interior walls held all my
memories of a simpler time in my life. The memories of
late night board games or finding our inner artist while
coloring. In the garage, aunt Diane hosted her annual garage sale during balloon rally weekend and asked for my
help. All her items sold at a fair price and she gave me
money for my assistance which I used to buy myself an
iPod touch. My Aunt never shied away from helping others like giving advice to a friend in need or providing aid
to a stranger in the grocery store. I loved and admired
that trait of hers.
The temperature grew cold, dreary as if mother nature experienced our pain. The three of us walked to the
back door of the familiar house and rang the doorbell.
Tanner, my uncle’s dog, no longer barked when we arrived. My uncle had lost him in August due to health complications. I hadn’t seen my aunt and uncle since Christmas, I hugged my uncle tight and assured him that I was
there for him. He didn’t have to be alone tonight. My parents sat with my uncle in the kitchen, while I wandered
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through the rest of the house. No noise, except for the
faint voices of my family. My Aunt’s laughter or voice didn’t echo through the room or halls. The living room retained the same TV, doll cabinet, the squeaky door to the
computer room, couches and my uncle’s lounger but no
aunt Diane, only the reminders she left behind. Her sewing needles, yarn, patterns, magazines, medical equipment, papers, medicine, and snacks surrounded me.
My aunt loved to craft, if she had been there, her
attention would be given to her sewing needle and yarn
before we arrived. Throughout the years she’s made
scarves, blankets, mittens, pot holders, hats, baby blankets, and she even made a onesie for my dad who wanted
them but could never find his size. She would stand up
from her chair and produce a squishy but loving hug to
each of us. Dinner would be cooking in the oven and mom
would set the table. Everyone would engage in conversation or say funny jokes during dinner. Tanner would beg
for table scraps until we caved in and threw some on the
floor. With dinner done, all of us would help clean up and
bring out dessert; meanwhile, my brother would find a
good board game for us to play together until bedtime.
Three years ago, my life changed when my aunt was diagnosed with cancer.
Butternut squash soup for dinner. Mom stood at
the cutting board and chopped butternut squash while I
helped my uncle organize his dining room table. When I
had seen the condition of the dining room, I can’t say I
wasn’t surprised. A mountain of documents, bank statements, hospital bills, old bills, new bills, and overdue bills
littered the table. I’m an organizer, but I hadn’t seen this

much paper since I went through my college work. My uncle needed extra space to eat his dinners. My aunt’s condition continued to fail, and during the summer months
she checked in and out of the hospital which left my uncle
her responsible caretaker. I wished that by some miracle
she would kick cancer’s ass, but we can’t have everything
in life, right?
I ate the soup in silence. The four of us stayed quiet.
I tended to be lost in thought, especially in a situation
similar to this one. If I spoke about how everything would
be okay, I would be lying. A short time after dinner, I told
everyone goodnight and headed upstairs. My luggage had
been placed in my room alongside several hurtful reminders- her old clothing, VHS tapes from childhood, boxes of
yarn, more clothes, bags, and bags of clothing and the
gray plastic table from our garage sale. This only left a
small space for an air mattress. For years, I had slept in
the room enclosed by totes of clothing and yarn, but now
the strings of yarn tugged at my heart. I closed my eyes
and snuggled closer to my aunt’s quilt.
A stench radiated off the wood-paneled walls of
the florist shop; it was stale cigarette smoke. I hated it.
The pain had stuck with me for thirteen years ever since
my grandparents passed. Now, cigarettes or cigars have
become a warning. Whenever smoke wafted through the
air or someone lit a cigarette, I clenched my nose and
forced myself to stop breathing. The burning, irritating
scent sickened me……

To finish this story, purchase the full edition at
borrowedsolace.com
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i’m sorry i lied
maven jane
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I’m sorry I lied. But come on. If you knew who I really was, you wouldn’t waste a second glance.
“Hi, I’m a married mother of two.”
Your eyes would glaze over, and my cleavage
would suddenly look wrecked, and while you might ask a
few polite questions, my stock would vanish. People are
only good for what they can offer: I have my body, you
have your accent and talent on a piano. But once we run
out of commodities, we are no good.
People are all the same. I have a one-year-old and a
three-year-old, and like the parents with one- and threeyear-old’s, I struggle with the same struggles, and enjoy
the same joys. People think they’re all so unique, but we
aren’t. We’re all the same: the same houses on the same
streets in the same neighborhoods that edge up to the
same cities that play host to the same vices.
If you knew the truth, you’d run away from me as
fast as you could. And I can’t tell you how good you
were—are—for me. I can’t get over how flattering your
attention was, or how enthusiastic you were to get to
know me. I can’t get over the idea that I was appealing
again. I haven’t felt like that…in years now.
I came to you and apologized for standing you up,
and in turn, you blew me off.
“We really shouldn’t do that again,” you said, “and
I’m pretty drunk, so…yeah.” You shrugged and looked

back at the abandoned piano where requests waited for
you.
“That’s fine,” I acquiesced, but I won’t lie; it felt like
a slap in the face.
I walked away, and you went back to the piano bar.
What you didn’t know is that my husband was sitting there, at the bar, next to a nursing student, his hand
on her lower back. I didn’t want to ruin it for him; I wanted him to have the sort of experience I had with you the
other night.
I walked around the boat, then back to my room
where I retrieved a borrowed book; then back outside to
find a quiet spot to read. But I couldn’t focus, and I couldn’t get your dismissal off my mind.
Drunk.
Right. More like, you had your fun, and now you’re
done. All I was good for was a quick make-out session, but
since I was clear that I wouldn’t have sex, it was time to
try your chances with someone looser, younger; a girl
with fewer problems.
There’s nothing else to do. I went back to the piano
bar. I waved at the group around my husband—I pretended to have met them on the boat—and found a seat. The
crowd was obliging, they sent in requests, tips; they
laughed when you joked; they were just drunk enough to
not care when you insulted them.
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You saw me. Once I settled in, curled my legs up onto the plush chair to hug myself in tight as I could, I said to
the waiter, Elton, hello, no thank you, I brought a water. I
recognize what a risk you took with me. I felt so guilty for
making you risk your job just so I could have a little fun—
but the gravity really settled in when the vapid little coed
drunkenly told us about kicking Elton out at a very compromising moment.
When I looked away from Elton, I glanced at the bar
and met your eye by mistake. You were watching me. You
wrapped up the last chorus to Sweet Caroline, and
recused yourself for a quick break. I looked down so that
you could walk past me without an accusatory glance, but
you surprised me. You sat down at the adjoining seat.
“Y’know,” you said to me, leaning close, “I just
thought, would you like to have lunch together tomorrow?”
Did you regret brushing me off? I did. I felt cheap
and stupid for getting exactly what I wanted and then demanding so much more. But, god help me, it felt good to
hear you want me.
“Yeah, I’d really like that,” I told you, a smile tugging.
“Yeah?”
“Yeah.”
“All right, then. I like to practice here from noon to

two, so—”
“I’ll see you around then.”
It was something about how you maintained eye
contact with me, I think, that was so refreshing. Everyone
was clamoring for your attention, but no matter the
crowd, when you saw me, I was the only woman in the
world.
I can’t stop hearing you’re gorgeous. I can’t stop seeing you come to me as soon as I came back to the bar. I
can’t stop losing my breath as I remember walking into a
crowd of admirers, your attention settling onto me so definitively that the crowd gathered dispersed.
I’m sorry I lied. I’d like to say something quippy, like,
you never asked if I was single. But that’s a technicality,
and I know it.
The truth is……

To finish this story, purchase the full edition at
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Intro to Art
As you all know by now, my mother was the guest editor for art this journal. She selected art which corrupted
her vision with color, brightness, uniqueness, and those who stood out amongst the others.
Corruption in art can take many forms just like writing, except we get to see, interpret, and become comfortable
or uncomfortable by what the eye takes in. The amazing way these art pieces mixed color, images, daily lives, and daily
places into what we may think otherwise ordinary, have become different. My mother’s advice on previewing these
art pieces is looking at them from different angles, coming back to look at them several times to spot something new,
and when you are feeling different emotions; what starts to corrupt your first view of them and what kind of impression do you end on?
nicole mcconnell
karen mcconnell
guest art editor
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Corruption is a theme that, while on its surface, seems flat, but once explored in full becomes a multifaceted dimensional concept. We hope that this edition of borrowed solace made that clear to you, and perhaps even served as inspiration in your own world and in your own writing. Corruption touches all of us in
some way, whether it be through corruption of the mind, corruption of nature, or the more traditional view
of corruption of power.

Thank you for coming along with us on a journey through the different dimensions of corruption. Stay
tuned for more from borrowed solace in the near future!
“Innocence eroded into nightmare.
All because of very bad touch.
Love, corrupted.”
—Ellen Hopkins, Fallout
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There is nothing either good or
bad, but thinking makes it so.

Hamlet, Act II, scene ii
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spring 2020 journal submissions open
Oct. 1 and close Dec. 31, 2019.

submit to the unthemed journal and see
submission guidelines at borrowedsolace.com.
Like us on facebook and twitter for updates, inspiration, podcasts, and much more!
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